
ADVANCE PRAISE

“ ‘I like a hitch in the line, like you— / my little art is doubling, too,’ 
writes Maurice Manning, and Plume Poetry 10 doubles the reader’s 
pleasure. Rhyme’s basis is the companionship of sound and sound, 
and the companionship of poet and poet is the basis of this anthology.  
Its structuring principle is as inspired as the poems that comprise 
it. Familiar names invite unfamiliar ones, so the joy of recognition 
alternates with the joy of discovery. You get to see where the art is 
and where it is headed. Mark Irwin’s kinetic translations of Arthur 
Rimbaud show us still other kinds of poetic companionship—that 
of poet and translator, and of the dead and the living. This anthol-
ogy is the perfect companion for every lover of American poetry.” 
– Amit Majmudar 

“Way back whenever, the newcomer among us is said to have 
turned up with a sealed letter of introduction: My Dear Monsieur  
Bigger-Britches-Than-Most: the one bearing this message is named 
______, knows how to ______ quite well and, by my lights, is defi-
nitely worthy of your attention. I guarantee this individual will add 
to memorable conversation at your table, thus deserving at least one 
good meal. 

  “A century or two beyond, we have more meaningful generosity:  
the Plume anthologies, now this most wonderful #10 where Bob 
Hicok welcomes Karan Kapoor, Martha Rhodes walks with Rushi 
Vyas, Carol Muske-Dukes singles out Yona Harvey. Plus we find 
thirty-nine other remarkable pairs who startle and give solace. This is 
a unique show-me-the-goods volume in a share-the-wealth, we-aren’t-
Shakers mode so that life-saving poetry goes on in spite of horrific 



threats to stop it—Covid, climate change, racial injustice, possible 
nuclear annihilation. Not that recognized poets far longer on the 
wheel have an understanding much greater than those at work still 
largely under the radar or writers who have recently taken it up, the 
real work; only that belief in those new or relatively new to poetry 
is crucial to its rich and continuing bloodline.  

  “That is to say: bravo Danny Lawless, for keeping the cup mov-
ing and alerting us to joy, sorrow, wry and earnest witness to poetry’s 
many-layered right now. Which takes us out of time with a raised 
glass into future time.

  “And I almost forgot: Rimbaud rocks (again, again, again).”
– Marianne Boruch

“Someone once asked Tennessee Williams what younger playwrights 
he admired. He replied, ‘Honey, I’m too old to cover the waterfront.’ 
Being old myself, and no longer teaching, I sometimes feel over-
whelmed by the sheer volume of poetry out there. So many poets, 
so little time! I’ve come to rely on these inventive Plume antholo-
gies, which are double-curated, first by Plume’s choice of established 
poets (an extremely various bunch), and then by those poets’ choice 
of younger or lesser-known poets, so the range of work is enormous. 
Many of these writers are completely new to me, and I doubt I’d ever 
have come across them otherwise. I find many of them to be truly 
original, by which I mean not that they say things never said before 
(though they often do), but rather that the work goes back to the 
origins of its perceptions, allowing us to see how a poem’s meaning 
comes into being. I look for that quality in poems, and find it here 
in abundance. This collection is like a big plate of irresistible hors 
d’oeuvres.”
– Chase Twichell

“From the very beginning, I’ve loved the spirit of discovery and advo-
cacy that lives in every volume of the Plume anthology. In this big 
tenth anniversary offering, that spirit lives on. Here, forty-two (!) 
established poets offer not only their own new work but also intro-
duce us to the work of great poets we may not yet know. Here, also, 
Mark Irwin has done fine work complicating the life and work of 



Rimbaud through his own research and his translations of Rimbaud 
and Borer. There is simply so much good poetry here, such a sense 
of literature as a shared endeavor among writers, readers, translators 
and editors. And so many wise conversations arise in these pages. It’s 
a joy that Plume has made it ten years. This annual anthology’s gift 
to American readers is enormous.”
– Kevin Prufer 
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If, indeed, per Prévert,  
«Le jardin reste ouvert pour ceux qui l’ont aimé»  
to all who have had a hand in this, along the way. 
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INTRODUCTION

Readers, hello!  

The above my usual salutation, as you may recognize, yet this time . . . 
somehow different: a decade now passed since our first anthology! 
How to describe this . . . feeling? As if like some huff-puff middle-aged 
adventurer I’ve somehow finally managed to clamber to a foothold on 
an obscure but beautiful mountain, that seemed so much smaller in the 
brochure. Or perhaps think of a party, the best party, the kind you’re 
nervous about at first, alone in a new city, haven’t really been invited 
to, but by evening’s end one at which you find yourself relaxed in a 
way you’d never believe possible, making friends, drinking Mai Tai’s 
with what seems like the whole block, everyone fascinating, gifted, 
offering without reserve or guile the name of a fabulous club, this or 
that artist you really must meet. 

Anyway, different.
Although—to revert to the matter at hand—not because any-

thing has objectively changed: Plume Poetry 10 remains much as its 
predecessor left it: a collection of poems from forty-two “established 
poets” along with those of a selected “less well-known” partner (I re-
ally must think of other descriptors), and a short introduction by the 
former to the latter. Nor, as with Plume Poetry 9, have we altered our 
hopes for a greater diversity of subject and perspective, while retaining 
the highest standards of craft. 

No, any divergence lies in me, alone. Again, this is our tenth 
anniversary. That’s practically three quarters of a century in literary 
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journal age. And, let’s face it, even with the magic tricks of WordPress 
and jpegs, email and social media, it’s not always easy, especially for 
one as inept as I in these matters. Don’t get me wrong. I’m not com-
plaining. Unlike in the early years, I now have a staff both stellar and 
dependable, and the good offices of the Shifting Foundation (thank 
you, David Breskin and Chelsea Hadley) have afforded me much-
needed help in layout—our resident wizard, Christina Mullin. Still, 
there are moments . . . a late arriving or abruptly cancelled contribu-
tion, the scourge (and blessing, yes) of Submittable. Neither, I realize, 
am I alone in this minor purgatory: every editor I have been fortunate 
to meet, one way or another tells me so. 

All to say, while I know Plume online will endure as long as I can 
manage it the future of the print anthologies is less clear. Finances, or 
lack thereof (the Shifting folks have been generous but even their inhu-
man patience must know its limits), play a part, of course—materials 
and production costs rise each year, and anthologies are notoriously a 
hard sell. But, who knows? It’s quite possible this is simply age or the 
flickering embers of fatigue; on the other hand, no wants to be Willie 
Mays at 42, losing a routine high fly—in Shea Stadium.

In the meantime, before I leave you to the poems only a page 
or two away, let me thank those who so eminently deserve it: Jason 
Cook, Robert Archambeau, Marc Vincenz, Adam Tavel, Mary  
Bisbee-Beek, Kristen Weber, to say nothing of that indispensable 
staff: Nancy Mitchell, Leeya Mehta, Amanda Newell, John Ebert,  
Joseph Campana, Amy Beeder, Chard deNiord, Mark and  
Chelsea Wagenaar, Sally Bliumis-Dunn, Mihaela Moscaliuc—and 
so many more.  

For now, then, let’s—let us—just say, we do hope you enjoy the 
book!

Daniel Lawless
Editor, Plume






